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MANABU HARADA AND TUGUO MABUCHI
(Received February 15, 1989)
We have defined a new concept of almost M-projectives [7] and given
several properties of them [4]. This paper is a continuous work of [4] and
[7]. If a module MQ is Mrprojective for a finite set of modules M,, then M0
is ΣΘM,-ρrojective [2]. However this fact is not ture for almost relative pro-
jectives [7]. As far as we know this is one of great differences between rela-
tive projectives and almost relative projectives. The main purpose of this paper
is to fill this gap. Let J? be a semiperfect ring whose Jacobson radical is nil.
When M0 is a local Λ-module and the Λf f are Λ-modules whose endomorphism
rings are local, we shall give a necessary and sufficient condition for MQ to be
almost Σ0Mrprojective (Theorem 2), which is dual to [3], Theorem. We
shall study this problem in [6] when R is right artinian.
First we take any ring R. Let M0 be an Λ-module and Ml an indecompo-
sable and non-hollow Λ-module. Then we shall show, in §1, that M0 is Mλ-
projective if M0 is almost Λ^-projective (Theorem 1). Next we shall assume
that R is semiperfect. In §2 we study almost relative projectivity among local
modules. From the results in this section we can understand differences bet-
ween relative projectives and almost relative projectivces. Using those results,
we shall give the main theorem above in § 3.
1. Non cyclic modules
Throughout this paper we always assume that a ring R is a semiperfect ring
with identity except in Theorem 1 and every module M is a unitary right 72-mo-
dule. We denote the Jacobson radical, the length of M by ](M) and |M|, res-
pectively. βf means always a primitive idempotent in R. We shall use the same
terminologies in [4].
Let M and N be 72-modules. For any exact sequence with K a submodule
ofM:
(1) M-
\h
N
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if either there exists h: N-*M with vh=h or there exist a non-zero direct sum-
mand Ml of M and h: Mj-*N \vith hh=v\Mί, N is called almost M-projective
[7], (If we obtain only the first case, we call N M-projective [2].)
We note the following fact: when N is almost M-projective and M is inde-
composable,
if A in the diegrem (1) is not an epimorphism, there exists an h: N-+M
The concept of almost relative projectives was introduced in [4] and [7] to
study the structure of lifting module [8] and extending module [9]. We refer
[4] and [7] for the details.
If every proper submodule of an j?-module T is small in Γ, T is called a
hollow module. In particular if T is a cyclic hollow, we call T a local module.
First we shall give the following theorem for any ring R.
Theorem 1. Let R be any ring. Let M be a non-hollow and indecompo-
sable R-module and M0 an R-module. If M0 is almost M-projective, then M0 is
M-projective.
Proof. Take any diagram with row exact:
(2) 0-^K->M
\h
MO
First assume that K is not small in M. Then there exists a submodule K
λ
 in M
such that XΊΦM and M=K1
J
rK. Now we obtain a derived diagram from the
above :
f λ+o
MO
Since Λf/J^ΦO, by assumption there exists h: M0-»M such that h=πv'h=vh
f
,
where π: MK^Π^-^M/K is the projection, and hence πv'=v from the con-
struction. Therefore we may assume that K is small in M. Since M is not
hollow, there exists two proper submodules Klf K2 of M with M=Kl-\-K2. We
may assume K^K for i= 1 , 2, since K is small in M. Then we obtain as above
a derived diagram:
/
M 4. M/K -^  MKK, Π Kt) « M/K.ΦM/K, -* 0
\v'h
M0
Let π L be the projection of MI(K^ f] K2) onto M/Kr and iλ the inclusion of
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into MKKj^ΓiKz). Then ^ πl v' h: M<r*MI(KlΓ\K^ is not an epimorphism,
Hence there exists h: M0->M with v' vh=ίl πλ v' h, and so (h— vh] (M0)cker
(vr — /! πl v')=KJK. Accordingly we have a diagram
\h-vh
MO
and (h— vh) (MoJdKJK^M/K. Hence there exists again A
x
: M0->M with
vh}~h—vh, and so h=v(hjrh1). Therefore M0 is M-projective.
Corollary 1. Let R be semίperfect, and let M he an indecomposable module
not isomorphic to any local modules eR/A and M0 an R-module such that M0J is
small in M0. Then M0 is M-projective if M0 is almost M-projective, where e is a
primitive idempotent in R and J is the Jacobson radical of R.
Proof. If M is not hollow, M0 is M-projective by Theorem 1. Hence we
assume that M is hollow. If the h in the proof of Theorem 1 is an epimorphism,
M/K Φ (M/K)J by assumption. Hence since M is hollow, M/K is local and so
M is also local, which is a contradiction. Accordingly h is always not an epimor-
pism, and hence M0 is M-projective.
Let Z be the ring of integers and p a prime. Then Έ(Z/p), the injective
hull of Z/p, is a uniserial Zp -module and hence Έ(Z/p) is almost E(Z//>)-projec-
tive. However E(Z/p) is not E(Z//>)-projective. Hence we need the assumption
on MO in Corollary 1.
From Corollary 1 if M0 is almost M-projective, but not M-projective for
an indecomposable module M, M must be a local module eR/B whenever M0 is
finitely generated, where e is a primitive idempotent.
Proposition 1. Let M0 be as in Corollary 1 and Ml an indecomposable mo-
dule. Assume that M0 is almost M-projective. Then M0 is M—projective if and
only if either M1 is not of a form eR/A or M^eR/A and any homomorphism:
M0//(M0)->M1//(Ml) is lif table to an element/: Λf0->Λίi.
Proof. We assume "if" part. If M^eR/A, M0 is Mrprojective by Corol-
lary 1. Hence suppose M1=eR/A and put M0=Mo/M0/^ΣΘ^. If *4**f
for all i, there are no epimorphisms h': M0-^M1IKly where K^M^ Hence M0
is M-projective. Assume that e^e^ Take a diagram:
\h
Mo
If h is an epimorphism, then h induces an epimorphism h: M0//(M0)-^M1//(M1).
By assumption there exists h
λ
: M0-^M1 such that h1=hί i.e., (vhλ— h) (M0)c
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(MJK^J. Hence there exists h: MQ-^Ml with vh=h from (#). If h is not an
epimorphism, by (#) we obtain always h' similar to the above h. Hence M0 is
Mj-projective. "only if" part is clear.
Corollary 2. Let M0 and M1 be as in Proposition 1. // M0 is almost M±-
projective but not M
Γ
projective, there exists a homomorphism h: M1-^M0 which
induces a monomorphism of M1/](M1) into M0/](M0).
Proof. Since M0 is not Mj-projective, we have an epimorphism h:
M0IJ(Mΰ)-*M1IJ(M1), which is not liftable, by Proposition 1. Hence there exists
the desired homomorphism h: Ml->MQ.
2. Local modules
We shall study almost relative projectives among local modules. We recall
here the definion of the lifting property of simple modules modulo radical (brie-
fly l.p.s.m) [5]. Let T
λ
 and T2 be local modules. If for any simple submodule
U in ^(TJΦTJ]^) there exists a direct summand T of T=T1®T2 such
that r+(J(T1)ΘJ(Γ2))/(J(Γ1)ΘJ(Γ2))-J7, then we say that T has the l.p.s.m,.
This is equivalent to the following: for every element / in Homj?(Γ1/J(T'1),
Γ2/J(3Π2)) is liftable to an element in Honij?(7Ί1, T2) or so is f~l to an element in
Hom^(T2, TΊ), provided | TJ and | T2\ are finite. Now in this paper we call the
latter equivalent property the l.p.s.m. even if | Tt | is infinite.
Let A, B be right ideals in eR. If eR/B is epimorphic to eR/A, there exists
a unit v in eRe such that vBdA and eR/Bε&eR/vB. We denote this situation
by B<A.
Proposition 2. Let R be a semi-perfect ring and A, B right ideals in eR
such that either eR/A or eR/B is noetherian. Then eR/A is almost eR/B-projec-
ΐive if and ony if eJeA^B and eR/AφeR/B has the l.p.s.m.. In this case if
eR/A is not eR/B-projective, then eR/B is eR/A-projective.
Proof. If eR/A is almost d^/5-ρrojective, eje Ac: B by [4], Proposition 2
and eR/Aξ&eR/B has the l.p.s.m. by definition. Conversely if eR/Aξ&eR/Bhas
the l.p.s.m., then 1) eR/B is epimorphic to eR/A or 2) eR/A is epimorphic to
eR/B by definition. In either case we may asume 1) A^B or 2) AdB by the
remark above (note that veje=eje=ejev).
Case 1) Assume eJeAdB^A. Take the diagram (2), where MQ = eR/A
and M=eRjB. If h is not an epimorphism, h is given by an element j in eje.
Since jAdB, h is liftable to an h=jι'. eR/A-*eR/B, where jl is the left-sided
multiplication of j. Next we assume that h is an epimorphism. Then h is given
by a unit u in eRe. Since eR/AφeR/B has the l.p.s.m. and either eR/A or eR/B
is noetherian, there exists a unit u' in eRe such that u~l = ur (mod eje) and u'Bd
A. Putu^u-i+jΊj'eΞeJe. Then Al)u'B=(u-l+jr) B
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Hence u^BdA. Putting h=(u~1)h hh=v. Hence eR/A is almost eR/B-pΐo-
jective.
Case 2) We can show in the same manner that eR/A is ^/jB-projective.
Finally assume that eR/A is not eΛ/jB-projetive. Then we may assume BdA
by Corollary 2. Further eJeB (deJeAdB)c:A. Hence eR\E is almost eR\A-
projective by the first statement. While BdA implies that eR/B is eR/A-
projective by Corollary 2.
We shall apply the above proposition to a partucular case, e.g. an algebra
over an algebraically closed field.
Lemma 1. Let M0=eR/A and M^eRIB. Then M0 is MΓprojective if
and only if for any generator a0=a0e of M0 (resp. a1—a1e of Λ/i), a mapping a(Γ*al
gives us an epimorphism of M0 onto M^
Proof. Since a{e=a{ (^=0, 1), ai is a unit in eRe. The last statement of the
lemma is equivalent to {x^eR\a^x^Af i.e. x^a^A} c {x^eR\ aλx^By i.e. x^
a^B}. Hence Ac:B by taking a0==a1^e and uAdB for any unit u in eRe by
taking aQ=u~
l
 and a1=e. Let; be any element in eje. Then (e+j)AdB and
eAdB from the above. Hence jAdB. Therefore eRe Ad B, and so MQ is Mr
projective by [1], p. 22, Exercise 4. The converse is clear from the above and [1],
Proposition 3. Let M be an R-module and M0—eR/A. Then M0 is M-
projectίve if and only if for any m=me in M and any generator a0=a0e of MQ> a
mapping aQ->m gives us an epimorphism of M0 onto mR.
Proof. If MO is M-projective, then M0 is ΛΓ-projective for any submodule
N of M by defintion. Hence we obtain "only if" part from Lemma 1, since
mR^eR/B for some B. Conversely take m=me in M with h(e-\-A)=v(m) in
the diagram (2). Since there exists h: M0->mR(c:M) with h(e+A)=m by as-
sumption, vh=h.
From the above result we shall define a new concept. Let M0—eRjA be a
local module. An jR-module N is called locally generated by MQ if every cyclic
submodule nR of N with ne=n is a homomorphic image of M0.
Now we assume that eJ/B is locally generated by eRjA. For any element
x in eje we obtain an epimorphism/: eRIA-^(xR+B)/B(Σ.eR/B. Then f(e+A)=
xr-\-B and r is a unit in eRe and there existsy in eRe such that yAdB and y = xr
(mod B). Put y=xr+b: b(ΞB. Then Bl3yA=(3cr+b) A. Hence since bAd
5, xrAdB. Therefore eJ/B is locally generated by eR/A if and only if
(3) for any element x in eje, there exists a unit u
x
 in eRe such that xu
x
AdB.
If eje Ad B, (3) is trivially satisfied.
Lemma 2. Lei R be a right artίnίan ring and assume that eR/A®eR/A
has the l.p.s.m.. Then 1): for BdeR eR/A is almost eR/B-projective if and only
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ifΐ) eJ/B is locally generated by eR/A and ίί) A<B or A>B. 2): For an R-module
M eR/A is M-projective if and only if M is locally generated by eRjA.
Proof. 1) We assume that eR/A is almost ^R/.B-projective. Then i) and
ii) are clear from Proposition 2 and the remark after (3). Conversely we assume
1) and ii). We shall show eJ*eAc:B for each i by induction on i. Assume
eJi+1eAdB and take an element x in ej* e—eji+1 e. Then from (3) there exists
a unit r in eRe such that xrAdB. By assumption; l.p.s.m.
(4) r = u-\-j\u is a unit in eRe with uA = A and j^eje.
Then BdxrA=(xu+xj) A and xj^eji+1e. Hence xA=xuAdB by induction
hypothesis, and so eJeAdB by taking i=\. From ii) we may assume AdB or
A^B. Hence it is clear that eR/Aξ&eR/B has the l.p.s.m. for eR/A® eR/A
does. Therefore eR/A is almost &R/JB-projective by Proposition 2.
2) Assume that M is locally generated by eR/A. Let m be an element in M
with me=m. Then mR^eR/B for some B. Now we shall show that eR/A is
&R/5-projective. Since eR/B is locally generated by eR/A, (3) holds for any
element in eRe from the argument given before (3). Hence the observation
after (4) shows eRe Ad B and hence eR/A is ^R/ΰ-projective by [1]. Accordingly
eR/A is M-projective by Lemma 1 and Proposition 3. The converse is clear
from Proposition 3.
Proposition 4. Let R be a right artίnίan ring and M an R-module. We
assume that eR/AφeR/A has the l.p.s.m.. Then eRIA is almost M-projective if
and only if for any element m=me in M, we obtain one of the following:
1) If mR is not a direct summand of M, then mR is a homomorphίc image of
2) If mR is a direct summand of M, then either mR is a homomorphic image
of eRIA or eR/A is that of mR.
Proof. Assume that eR/A is almost M-projective. Let m—me be in M
and mR not a direct summand of M. We shall show that eRIA is ^Λ-projec-
tive. Consider a diagram with K a submodule of mR:
f λ
e
Then we obtain a derived diagram
U U
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Since eR/A is almost M-projective, a) there exists h: eR/A-^M with vMh=h or
b) there exist a direct summand M
λ
 of M and h: Ml->eRIA with hh=vM\M1.
Assume b). Since vM(M1)c:h(eR/A)c:v(mR) and KdmR, M^mR. Hence
Mγ=rnR for mR is hollow, which contradicts the initial assumption. Therefore,
if mR is not a direct summand of M, we always obtain the case a). Then since
vM(%(eRIA))c.h(eR/A)c:j>(mR), h(eR/A)dmR. Hence eR\A is rajR-projective,
whence mR is a homomorphic image of eR/A by Proposition 3. Next we assume
that mR is a direct summand of M. Then eR/A is almost ra7?-ρrojective by de-
finition. Then we obtain 2) from Lemma 2-l)-ii). Conversely assume 1) and
2). Take any diagram with KdM:
eR/A
and put h(e)—v(m) for some m=me^M, where e=e-{-A in eR/A. Assume
that mR is not a direct summand of M. Then since mR is hollow, m'R is not
a direct summand of M for any m' (=m'e) in mR. Accordingly mR is locally
generated by eR/A from 1) and so eR/A is TWjR-projective by Lemma 2-2).
Hence there exists a homomorphism h: eR/A->mRdM with h(e)=m by Lem-
ma 1. Therefore vh=h. Assume the case 2). Since mR is a local module, any
proper submodule of mR is not a direct summand of M. Hence eR/A is almost
TWjR-projective by 1) and Lemma 2-1). Take the derived diagram from the
above one
mR Λ mR/(K Π m/Z) -> 0
\h
eR/A
Since £jR/^4 is almost τwΛ-projective, we obtain an h: eR/A-^mR (or mR-^-eR/A)
which makes the above diagram commutative. Noting that mR is a direct
summand of M, we know that eR/A is almost M-projective.
REMARK. We don not need Lemma 2 in the first half of the proof of Prop-
osition 4, and hence it shows the following fact: Let R be semiperfect and eR/A
almost M-projective. Then for m=me in M such that mR is not a direct sum-
mand of M, eR/A is wΛ-projective.
We note that if R is an algebra over an algebraically closed field of finite
dimension, eR/A@eR/A has always the l.p.s.m.. Further Lemma 2 and Prop-
osition 4 are not true without the assumption: l.p.s.m. of eR/A@eR/A (see the
next examples).
EXAMPLE 1. Let L^K be fields with L=-aK®bK. Put Rl=L@uL, a
trivial extension with ](R1)=QQ)uL and V— xL@yL, a vector space over L.
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Set
jp
R
with (ud)x=yd and uy=0\ d<=L. Put ^4^(0 x(aK)®yL) and B=(0 y(aK)).
Then for e=e
n
 eJe=J(R1), eJeA&B and for any c'=α/(Φθ) in eje c'c~lAd.B
((3)), and hence eJ/B is locally generated by eR\A. Further eR\A®eR\E has
the l.p.s.m.. However eR\A is not almost df?/β-projective for eJeA&B.
2. Put A'=(Q x(aK)@y(aK)). Since eJeB=Q and A'^B, eR\A' is local-
ly generated by eR/B. However eR/B is not £<R/^4'-projectiev.
3. Direct sums
Let MO, M! and M2 be indecomposable modules and let M0 be almost
M -projective for i=l,2. In this section we shall study a condition under
which MO is almost M1φM2-ρrojective, when M0 is cyclic. This is dual to
[3], Theorem. We note that if M0 is almost MiφM j-projective, then M0 is
almost M
r
projective for ί=l, 2 by definition. If End#(M) is a local ring, we
say M is an I.e. module.
Proposition 5. Let M0 be a finitely generated R-module and let Ml be a
local and I.e. module elR/A1 and M2 an I.e. module. Assume that ί) M0 is almost
M^M^projective, but MQ is not M^projective, and ii) for any ra(Φθ) in M2 with
me1^=m we take any isomorphism/: M1/M1J?&mR/mJ. Then f (or f""1 if M2—mR)
is liftable t o f f : M
Γ
*M2 (orf: M2-*M,}.
Proof. Since M0 is almost Mrprojective but not Mi-projective, there exist
a maximal submodule B of M0 and an isomorphism g: M0IB-^M1/](Mί) which
is not liftable to an element: M0->M1 (cf. the proof of Proposition 1). Let
/: MJ](MJ-ϊ mR/mJ be the given isomorphism and take a diagram:
0
where h=g+fg. Since M0 is almost MjφMg-projective, either there exists h:
MQ—>M"1ΦM2 with (y^v^h—hv^ or there exist a non-zero direct summand N of
Λ^φΛ/2 and h: N->M0 with h VQ h=(vι+v2)\N. If the former occurs, taking
the projection of M^φMg onto Mt, we have a contradiction to the choice of g.
Hence we should obtain the latter. We may assume that N is an indecomposable
module. Since N has the exchange property by assumption
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Ml@M2 = JV0Λίi or = N®M2 .
The first case : Let x2 be any element in M2. Then
and n —
Hence x2=y2 and x1=—y1. Put z=v$(ri), and ^(jO^C*), v2(y^fg(z\ i.e.,
*2(*2)=/(*ι(—*ι)) rThenM2/mJ=f(M1/](M1))=mR/mJ. Accordingly, M2=mR
and —π\M2: M2-^M1 is a lifted element of/"
1
, where TT: AΓSMr^Afi is the
projection. We obtain a similar result for the second case.
Lemma 3. Let {M^l^i be a set of indecomposable R-modules and let N and
M0 be R-modules. Assume that M0 is almost Mrprojectίve for all i and N-pro-
jective. Take a diagram with row exact:
\h
MO
If there exists a small submodule T in ΣίθΛf,- such that h(MQ)CLv(T@N}, then
there exists h: M
ίΓ
^(Σli®Mi)@N with vh=h.
Proof. Put M*=Σ*®Mi@N and πλ\ M*->ΣίθMt., π2: M*->N the pro-
jections. Further put Ki=πi(M^} for i=l,2. We can derive the following
diagram (cf. [4]):
1
 -* 0
\π[h
z/
where π{: H-*M*/(K1®K2)-*(Σi®Mi)/K1 is the projection (we note that Kd
(Kl@K2) and H=M*IK, and so we obtain the natural epimorphism z>*). From
the assumption π\ A(M0) is small in (Σ ΘM,-)/^1. Hence there exists h1: M0->
ΣiΦM,- with v' h1=π{ h by [4], Lemma 1. Since M0 is JV-projective, we obtain
the desired homomorphism from the remark before [4], Lemma 1.
The following theorem is dual to [3], Theorem and will be generalized in
[6] to a case where M0 is a finitely generated module, when R is right artinian.
Theorem 2. Assume that R is a semίperfect ring and J is nil. Let {M^ϊ^i
be a set of I.e. modules and M0 a local module eQR/A0. Then the following are
equivalent:
1) MO is almost
2) The following are fulfiled :
i) MO is almost M
r
projective for all ί^\.
ii) If MQ is not Mk-projectίve for k=i and j, then Mz 0My has the l.p.s.m.
(in this case
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Proof. 2)— »1) We may assume that there exists an integer m such that
MO is M
r
projective for all i>m and M0 is not My-ρrojective for all j*ζm and
hence all My (j*ζm) are local modules e^R\Aj by Corollary 1. Take a diagram
with row exact :
0 -^  K-+ M = Σ0M, - M/ίC-> 0
(5) f A
MO -
Let h(e0)= (Σ a^+K; αteM, , where e0= e0+A in M0. We may assume a{ e0—
#/. We show that
there exists h: M0->M (or there exist a non-zero direct summand N of M
and a homomorphism A ; N-+M0) such that vh=h (or hh=v\N).
If ai^J(Mi) for all (w>) *"> 1, there exists A : M0-^Msuch that z/Λ=/z by Lemma
3. Hence we assume that there exists an integer k such that aj^J(MJ) for
(ra>)y> & and #y/$J(M;/) for !</<&. Then α,/ is a generator of My/, since
My/ is local. Now M0 is not Mrρrojective for ί=l, s <^, and so Mj0Ms has
the l.p.s.m. by assumption. Hence there exists /: M!~>MS (or M5->MX) such
that/^j)— a
s
+a
s
j
s
 (or/(β
ί
)=Λ1+Λιyj) for some js^J. We take a new decom-
position M=M1(/)eM,ΘΣm..θMί (or M10Mf(/)0Σiφi..θMί), where
M1(/) = ^ +/(^)|^eM1}cM10M.. Then al+as = (al+f(al))+(as-f(a1)) =
(a1 + f(a1))-asjs and (fl^/^OJeM^/), asjs^J(Ms) (similar for another case).
Hence iterating this argument, we remain ourselves a case k=l, i.e., M0 is not Mx-
projective and α,eJ(M,) for all (w >)£>!. Since atRa](Mt) for l<ί<m,
there exists
(6) ^ : MO -^  M, such that ht(e0) = at, (n^t> 1)
by Lemma 1 and Remark in §2. On the other hand, consider /i: M0/J(M0)«
M
ί
IJ(M
ί
)(fl(e0+J(M0))=a1+J(M1)). Since MoφM! has the l.p.s.m. by as-
sumption i) and Proposition 2, there exists h
λ
\ M1-^M0 (or M^-^M^ such that
h^a^e. (mod J(M0)) (or h,(e,} = aλ (mod J(Ml)=alJ))9 i.e.,
(7) kι(<*ι) = 80+80 j*', h^J, or
(7') h1(e0) = a1+alj1'J1^J
Case (7'): Put £=Σ7-ι ^: M0-^M and h'^h-vg. Then W(e^=v(a^ and
«!iyieJ(M1). Hence there exists A*: M0->M such that vh*=h' by Lemma 3 and
so h=^(gj
r
h^).
Case (7)j Now put £=(Σ*>2 ^) ^ i M^^t>2®Mt. Then ^(α1)-Σί>2 ^ o)
^ί+Σί>2 «/Λ Taking a decomposition M= M1(^)®Σ/>2
)-Σί>2 «Jo and «1+^(«1)eM1(^), ^  j0eM^>l). Sim-
ilarly to (6), we obtain by Lemma 1 and Remark in §2.
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(8) h't : MO -> M, with h((e] = atj0
While since M^M^g) (#ι<->tfι+£(flι)), from (7) we obtain h{\ M^-^MQ with
(9) h{
Put gf=(Σt>2%'t)ZΊ, and Σl
£(βι)+£'(Λι+£(tfι))— Σί>2 βf/o Repeating this procedure we obtain the final de-
composition M=M{®M2® ®Mn and Σ?-ι ^-eMi^Mi, since /is nil. Thus
we have derived the following diagram from (5):
Mi ^  v(M{) -> 0
f *
MO
Therefore there exists h: M0->Mί (or h: Mί->M0) such that vh—h (or hh=
v\M().
l)->2) (cf. [7]). M0 is almost Mrprojective for all t by definition. Let
M, and My be as in 2)-ii). Since M0 is almost M10M2-projective as above,
MjΘMg has the l.p.s.m. by Proposition 5.
We shall show in [6] that Theorem 2 is useful when we characterize right
Nakayama rings in terms of almost relative projectives.
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